Strata IT Fundamentals with Pitman Training
The Strata IT Fundamentals course covers a range of topics from, basic IT installation right
through to maintenance, so if you’re new to the world of IT, you can be confident that the
course will give you a good platform to progress to the next stage.
The course is split down into clear and concise topics and
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delivered in an easy to understand way that reflects the real
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world of IT. Once you’ve completed the course, you’ll know
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everything you need to undertake the Strata IT Fundamentals
exam and earn your certificate*. On completion of this course,
you will receive a Pitman Training Course Completion
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certificate.

Benefits

You’ll fully understand the basic areas of technology and

 The flexibility and value of a self-study course designed to
enable you to work at your own pace

computer hardware, compatibility issues, common errors,
software installation, security and preventative maintenance.
With this valuable knowledge as your starting point, you can
progress on to your next course with confidence.
This course is designed for those Prepare for and pass the
CompTIA Strata IT Fundamentals Exam, FC0-U41. The focus of
this exam is on the basic understanding of technology.

Designed for
Those wishing to pursue a career in IT support.

 The opportunity to gain the widely recognised Pitman
Training Certificate
 The opportunity to gain certification which is recognised
by industry computing manufacturers and organisations
 Identify types and characteristics of PC components,
including the motherboard, CPU, memory and storage,
and input and output devices
 Learn techniques to install and configure Microsoft
operating systems
 Begin to assemble, disassemble, and upgrade PC and
notebook components

Prerequisites
A basic understanding of computers is an advantage.

Aims and Objectives
To understand the following objectives: Technology and
Computer Hardware Basics, Compatibility Issues and Common
Errors, Software Installation and Functions, Security, Green IT
and Preventative Maintenance.

Course Content
Session 1: Introduction, The Visible PC and How It Works,
Inside the System Unit, The CPU and RAM, Understanding
Storage Options, Alternative Storage Options.

* Please note that exams will need to be booked and paid for separately

Course duration: 9 hours

